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This week

Contents

You are cordially encouraged to come

This week

along to the AV Group meeting on

Newsletter

Thursday (details below) and it’s a chance
for everyone to have a go,

Malcolm’s Whitbourne Hall

as you are

Whitbourne Hall Phototrip - Clive

invited to create and bring along a oneminute AV!

Please note there’s no newsletter next week;

there wasn’t going to be one this week but it
Tell a story, share a mood or a bit of family seemed a shame not to share these great
history, create a mini-tutorial, show us your sets of images right away, so here they are
best shots,

capture the atmosphere of a and we’ll have a break next week instead!
place you love, be creative as you like - but
all in 60 seconds!

Do keep your stories and images coming,
though, for the next edition on 4th June.

Let us prey…
Competitions & exhibitions
Diary
Commercial
Wild - and not so wild…

Flipboard
If you are missing the newsletter next

Don’t forget to let us know if there are some
likely photo-opps upcoming or exhibitions
worth seeing.
Here’s a taster of the Whitbourne trip from
Clive; read on for more…

AV Group - Invitation
We meet as usual on Thursday 24th May at
7.30 pm at the Royal British Legion,
Cornmeadow Lane, WR3 7RL.
£2 with refreshments, £1.50 without.
Bar also available.
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week, catch up on the Flipboard mag!

Clive … and Harry at work

Clive!

Malcolm Haynes sent this selection and the mono collection on the
following page, all from the highly successful Whitbourne Hall
photo trip .
Stuffed!

Malcolm’s Whitbourne Hall
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Malcolm Haynes
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Whitbourne Hall Phototrip

'Fountain in Tri-colour' by Clive Haynes FRPS. See his website to find out how to achieve this effect.

The 15th May outing to Whitbourne Hall, organised by Jennie Monaghan, was a wonderful success, with everyone able to discover
subjects within the house and extensive gardens. The day was lovely with sunshine and just the occasional cloud. We relaxed over a
picnic lunch upon the grass terrace overlooking the parterre garden and the sparkling fountain. What a delightful and very English
setting. A perfect spring day to potter around this fine building and the many acres of grounds.
Clive Haynes
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Clive Haynes FRPS
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Clive Haynes FRPS
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Gyr saker

Let us prey…

Harris hawk

Les Bailey sent in some images from a recent day out. He adds: all the Gyr Saker taken with my Nikon D850; the Harris with my Fuji XT 2. The Nikon had a higher keeper rate; I really enjoy it, but the
Fuji is still brilliant, can't carry the Nikon all day, especially with a long lens.

Harris hawk
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Gyr saker

Gyr saker hybrid falcon

Gyr saker

Les Bailey

Gyr saker
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Competitions & exhibitions
ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS AWARD Closing date: 29 May 2018
In partnership with The Photographic Angle, The RPS is offering two one-year bursaries to
support a photographic project that promotes environmental awareness (16-30 years and
31+ years). The Society is looking for a creative interpretation of the subject as well as

Diary
22 May Croome Panorama Tower Open
Day and 25-28 May the Walled Gardens
are open.

documentary and editorial photography. In addition to funding the winners of both
categories will receive £500 worth of Vanguard equipment and your portfolio printed.
Enter with up to 8 images. More info here.
British Wildlife Photography Awards closes 8 June.
BPE - remember Winchester closes 30 June.
Win a camera with Lancashire Life comp closes Friday September 21, 2018. Lancs or Lake
District photos.
Heritage Trust - ‘Lost’ (£5 to enter, £3 Junior/student). Closes 15 June. Photographs can
be of buildings and traditional skills/crafts that are on the verge of being lost forever.

23 May - second WCC phototrip to
Spetchley. All welcome to attend, no
free places left. See website for details.

Michael Hardwick Photography Competition Spetchley Gardens
Only images of the Gardens will be accepted and photographs must be taken between
28th March - 22nd June 2018. There are two categories for both adults and children:
'Splash of Colour' or 'Secret Garden'. Don’t forget there’s no online entry, and it’s print
only (10x8”). Entry forms here. Free to enter.

Sun 27 May 2.30 pm Bands in the Lido
park Droitwich.
26-27 May Birmingham Pride
27-28 May Oak Apple Day celebrations

RPS members’ competition closes 31 May - Colour theme.

at the Commandery.
24 June RPS Child Portrait Photography
workshop. £120 non-members,

£90

members.

Commercial
If you do much exhibition work in print, why not take a look at this handy product for protecting and transporting (or storing) framed
prints. If you are interested, I have some which you can look at. (I don’t get commission!). Ruth

PAGB News
S TO

PAGB 207 and 207 Extra
You may spot good news about one of our members though heavily disguised as an Arden member!
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Maddy Pennock LRPS

A selection of Maddy’s wolves…

Wild - and not so wild…
Barrie Glover ARPS DPAGB BPE3 WSDP2

… and a more domesticated selection from Barrie.
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